Freeciv - Bug #775050
Gtk3 client city window hangs in Tutorial
2018-09-20 08:07 PM - Alexandro Ignatiev

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Marko Lindqvist
Category: gui-gtk-3
Sprint/Milestone: 3.0.2

Description
When you found first or second city, a city dialog appears and a scenario message over it. After you close the scenario message, all the controls hang (some response seemingly exists, but you even can't close the dialog). In the stdout, you can see lots of messages like:


History
#1 - 2018-09-29 11:51 AM - Marko Lindqvist
What is your gtk+-3 version?

#2 - 2018-09-30 06:37 PM - Alexandro Ignatiev
3.22.30, build 2.94.91-alpha1+, glib built 2.56.1 used 2.56.2.

#3 - 2021-03-02 08:19 AM - Marko Lindqvist
Alexandro Ignatiev wrote:

3.22.30, build 2.94.91-alpha1+, glib built 2.56.1 used 2.56.2.

Does gtk3.22-client work better than gtk3-client?

#4 - 2022-02-03 04:45 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 3.0.0 to 3.0.1

#5 - 2022-04-13 03:40 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 3.0.1 to 3.0.2

Marko Lindqvist wrote:

Alexandro Ignatiev wrote:

3.22.30, build 2.94.91-alpha1+, glib built 2.56.1 used 2.56.2.

Does gtk3.22-client work better than gtk3-client?

No reply in a year. Will soon close this ticket with the assumption that there's no issue with newer clients.

#6 - 2022-05-27 03:04 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Marko Lindqvist